
What works for 
migrants? Reflections 
on intervention 
dissemination, outputs 
and outcomes

How do we really know 
what migrants think 
about our work? 

What are good ways of 
gathering empirical 
evidence about 
outcomes experienced 
by migrants? 

What have we found to be 
effective ways of 
disseminating our outputs 
so that migrants benefit 
from them? 

What are good forms of 
“output”/intervention to 
improve migrant lives? 

Other issues

Working with migrants as part of the 
team

Who are we?

Relationship building

Asking the migrants

Inisghts from working with them

The migrants got to know our 
research

We never really know what they 
think about us

We can engage sincerely

Workshops and open meetings

We feel the way they feel about us

MIDEQ can be very abstract 

Who do we mean by us?

Does it matter what migrants think 
about MIDEQ?

Frequency with which they see us

We are not just researchers but friends

You must see them - many MIDEQ researchers 
have never been into the field

We use data collected by everyone else 
- do we trust it?

Languages

Who are we?

Scale: different modalities at 
different levels

At local level

At national level

Different audiences need different 
types of output

Civil Socioety
Working with civil society policy 
groups that challenge established 
interests

Community Groups

Policy makers

UKRI GCRF

toolkits for policty makers

Translating academic papers into 
relevant practice

Direct

Journalists and human rights 
advocates

Policy briefs and conventional 
documents may not change things 
in short time

Working with politically active 
youth groups

Others will hopefully take things 
forward

Building coalitions and networks

Ownership

Sharing findings with other entities

Sustainability of our efforts
We need to involve migrants more 
throughout the project

NGOs can expand our work

Open Science

Challenges of “othering”

Many of us are actually migrants 
ourselves

This we are working with

When they use our material it would 
suggest that they like it 

Members of MIDEQ

The importance of trust

Does it matter

Making data available

Distributing books within the 
community

Data

Directly with migrants

Country researchers

Shared on video/YouTube

Work Packages

It is not only migrants who are missing 
out - we need to address hosting 
society issues

Feedback forms at end of all 
activities

By working together we kept 
receiving feedback

Training sessions and Focus Groups 
were recorded

Video recordings of migrants’ 
thoughts

Video recordings of migrant views

Community leaders identified and 
two-way interviews with them

Saying we would try to share results with 
the authorities

 (MIDEQ) We are 
not doing enough 
on this

Building trust

Working with leaders in training sessions

Five years down the line - what will 
our impact have been

Group interviews with migrants and 
communities

interviews with household heads 
(recorded)

Much of what we are doing will only 
have a long-term solution

Written notes

Using pictures and asking what 
they mean

Quantitative analytics from our 
products

Scholarship is based on “dead villains”

Afterlife on the Internet

Women’s groups are very important 
for social mobilisation

Context matters Different things work in different places

Future co-operation: Some corridors 
will keep working together

Using online media

Working together with each other on 
the ground

Working with the business 
communities

How do we work with them to change 
their attitudes and approaches

What archives do we want from 
MIDEQ?

Original plan that another team would 
take forward the MIDEQ website

Need to ensure that our work is 
properly archived

Need to create online spaces where 
our work can continue

Community media

We cannot always do much here

Indirectly though others

Discussion with Ministers and high 
level people

Civil Society Especially migrant organisations

At a higher level we can affect laws 
and regulations that could have a 
bigger impact in the long run

Creating resources

Animations

Documentaries

Videos

Can be very useful especially on 
TikTok

Podcasts

Skills and training for and with 
migrants

Skills and training element

Training migrants to train other 
migrants

Need to have different resources 
for different groups of migrants

Accessibility Especially for the most marginalised 
groups

Interviews

Individual

Group

Digital analytics

Social media

Audio and video

Feedback forms and notes

Working together But this needs to be recorded income way

Changing prejudices - how can we 
change our societies to have 
different views around migration

Graphics

Training sessions

Particularly about people from poor 
cointries

Online courses on particular topics

Not all of us have done 
dissemination (yet)

Many are illiterate

Indirect modes Comments received about our work 
from wider networks and communities

Books


